Seismic facies estimation is a critical component in understanding the stratigraphy and lithology of hydrocarbon reservoirs. With the adoption of 3D technology and increasing survey size, manual techniques of facies classification have become increasingly time consuming. Besides, the numbers of seismic attributes have increased dramatically, providing increasingly accurate measurements of reflector morphology. However, these seismic attributes add multiple "dimensions" to the data greatly expanding the amount of data to be analyzed. Principal component analysis and self-organizing maps (SOMs) are popular techniques to reduce such dimensionality by projecting the data onto a lower order space in which clusters can be more readily identified and interpreted. After dimensional reduction, popular classification algorithms such as neural net, K-means, and Kohonen SOMs are routinely done for general well log prediction or analysis and seismic facies modeling. Although these clustering methods have been successful in many hydrocarbon exploration projects, they have some inherent limitations. We explored one of the recent techniques known as generative topographic mapping (GTM), which takes care of the shortcomings of Kohonen SOMs and helps in data classification. We applied GTM to perform multiattribute seismic facies classification of a carbonate conglomerate oil field in the Veracruz Basin of southern Mexico. The presence of conglomerate carbonates makes the reservoir units laterally and vertically highly heterogeneous, which are observed at well logs, core slabs, and thin section scales. We applied unsupervised GTM classification to determine the "natural" clusters in the data set. Finally, we introduced supervision into GTM and calculated the probability of occurrence of seismic facies seen at the wells over the reservoir units. In this manner, we were able to assign a level of confidence (or risk) to encountering facies that corresponded to good and poor production.
Introduction
The Kohonen self-organizing map (SOM) is currently the most popular unsupervised clustering technique in seismic exploration. Unlike K-means, SOM clusters are ordered, with similar clusters adjacent to each other. This similarity is visualized by mapping the clusters against 1D (Poupon et al., 1999; Coleou et al., 2003) or 2D (Strecker et al., 2002) color bars. However, there are several limitations to the SOM algorithm. First, there is no definite rule for selecting the neighborhood function, training radius, and learning rate because these parameters are data dependent. Second, there is no quantitative measure of "confidence" in the final clustering results because of the absence of any defined cost function to indicate the convergence in the final iteration.
For these reasons, Bishop et al. (1998) develop the generative topographic mapping (GTM) algorithm as an alternative to SOM. GTM finds a model based on a probability density function (PDF) that describes the distribution of the D-dimensional data in terms of smaller number of latent variables, or cluster nodes that approximate the vast majority of the probability mass of the data (Svensen, 1998) . This space containing the latent variables is called a latent space. After iterative parameter estimation, the model fits the data, and we relate the points in the D-dimensional data space to grid points or nodes in the lower L-dimensional latent space. In general, GTM estimates the probability that any given data vector is represented by each and every grid point, providing a direct link to risk analysis. To visualize the PDFs of large 3D seismic data volumes for interpretation, we can approximate each data vector by the mean or the mode of the PDF projected onto the latent space. Wallet et al. (2009) are probably the first to apply the GTM technique to seismic data, using a suite of phantom horizon slices through a seismic amplitude volume generating a "waveform classification." Roy (2013) later expands GTM implementation to cluster reservoir 1 University of Oklahoma, College of Earth and Energy, Norman, Oklahoma, USA. E-mail: atish.roy@bp.com; jtk@ou.edu; kmarfurt@ou.edu. engineering completion parameters from a set of 137 horizontal wells from the Haynesville Shale. In this study, mapping the estimated ultimate recovery in the latent space shows the correlation of good versus poor wells to variability in the proppant used, fluid injected, and porosity. These original GTM codes in MAT-LAB (Svensen, 1996) were computationally demanding in terms of memory and processing requirements (Wallet et al., 2009) . For this reason, Roy (2013) reimplements GTM to handle much larger input data volumes including P-impedance, lambda-rho (λρ), murho (μρ), and other volumes as input. A 2D latent space was used to define polygons around the clusters, thereby classifying different lithofacies found within the Barnett Shale. In that study, the locations of microseismic events are used to interpret whether the clusters belong to the brittle or ductile shale lithofacies.
We begin with an overview of the GTM algorithm. The details of GTM theory, parameterization, and data visualization are added in Appendix A. We then apply GTM in an unsupervised manner to map the natural (inherent) clusters in two variable producing reservoir units within a heterogeneous "carbonate wash" reservoir in the Veracruz Basin of Mexico and correlate them to production. Then we incorporate supervision into the GTM algorithm by using the wells to define attribute vectors that represent good and poor production. Finally, we use the Bhattacharya (1943) measure to derive similarity between the PDFs to produce mapped regions corresponding to low and high risk of production.
Methodology
The GTM algorithm GTM is a nonlinear dimensional reduction technique that provides a probabilistic representation of the data vectors in a corresponding lower dimensional latent space (Bishop et al., 1998) . Initially, an array of K grid points u k where k ¼ 1; 2 : : : K is arranged on a lower L-dimensional latent space. Then a set of nonlinear continuous and differentiable basis functions are used to map these predefined grid points u k into an L-dimensional non-Euclidean manifold S, which is a curved surface embedded within the D-dimensional data space (Figure 1 ). These mapped sets of reference vectors lying on S in the data space are termed m k . Each data vector x n is modeled by a suite of Gaussian PDFs centered on these reference vectors m k . Thus, a set of constrained Gaussian mixtures defines the space in which the data vector x n lies. As we iterate using an expectation maximization (EM) algorithm (Dempster et al., 1977) , each component of the mixture model moves toward the data-vector that it best represents.
Each of the mapped points m k on the manifold S has a finite probability of representing the data vector x n . With this probability value at each m k and using Bayes' theorem, posterior probability values are calculated for all K points. These values are then projected back to the corresponding grid points u k on the L-dimensional latent space. Figure 2 shows the posterior probability distribution of a data vector onto such a latent space. We have considered our dimension of the latent space, L ¼ 2. This distribution forms the PDF of the data-vector onto the latent space. However, plotting the PDFs for all the data vectors will be too much information in this latent space. We therefore follow Bishop et al. (1998) and project the mean or the mode posterior probability projections of a data vector onto the latent space ( Figure 2 ).
These mean posterior probability projections of the data vectors onto the 2D latent space form clusters. These clusters are then used for data visualization through defining polygons around the clusters and highlighting the data vectors that fall within various clusters. Also, the PDFs formed by individual data vectors can be Figure 1 . Nonlinear mapping of the latent space grid points to the data space in GTM. The prior distribution consists of latent space variables (K) ordered on a regular grid (blue circles) residing in a 2D latent space. The Φ consists of a regular array of J nonlinear basis functions. With the linear combination of these basis functions, the latent space points (blue circles) are mapped to the data space (blue spheres), where they form a 2D nonEuclidean manifold S. Each grid point u k is mapped to a corresponding vector m k in data space, given by m k ¼ P J j¼1 W kj ϕ j ðu k Þ. In general, data vectors are scattered about S. Thus, to fit the data to this manifold, we assume an isotropic Gaussian noise distribution pðx n jk; W; βÞ; centered at m k and having a variance of 1∕β. The final PDF in the data space is obtained by integrating the Gaussian PDFs for all m k , where k ¼ 1; 2; : : : .K grid points.
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compared with the PDFs formed by each of the target data vectors, by measuring the overlap between them. This modifies the GTM algorithm to perform supervised classification, and it is discussed in detail, later in this paper. A more detailed description of the GTM algorithm and the parameterization are given in Appendix A. The GTM workflow is summarized in the flowchart shown in Figure 3 and also summarized in the workflow given in Appendix A.
Application

Geologic setting of Veracruz Basin
The Veracruz Tertiary Basin (VTB) (Figure 4a ) is a foreland basin (Prost and Aranda, 2001 ) developed at the foothills of the buried tectonic front and is filled with sequences of sandstone, shale, and conglomerates deposited from the Paleocene through recent times (Cruz-Helú et al., 1977) . The sediments come from a variety of sources: igneous complexes (such as the Santa Anna high), metamorphic complexes (La Mixtequita, the Sierra de Juarez, and Macizo de Chiapas), and carbonates from the Plataforma de Córdoba (Cruz-Helú et al., 1977) .
The field is composed of five reservoirs vertically separated by impermeable shale layers, of which the older are Middle Eocene in age (EOC-3, EOC-10, , that produce an average 22°API oil. EOC-10, EOC-20, and EOC-3 produce in the top of the structure (Figure 4b ). In contrast, EOC-30 and EOC-50 are present only in the eastern flank of the anticline, where they produce 500 m downdip with respect to the crest of the structure (Figure 4b ).
The seismic survey consists of a 100 km 2 of highquality prestack time-migrated gathers and a stacked volume cut out from the much larger megamerge survey over the Tertiary Veracruz Basin. The prestack impedance inversion volumes used in the classification algorithm are derived from this seismic data set. Figure 2 . The above plot shows the posterior probability distribution or responsibility values for all the grid points, u k in the 2D latent space, corresponding to a data vector. After GTM training, each point m k on the manifold S has a finite probability that it represents the data vector. Using Bayes' theorem, the posterior probabilities of a data vector are calculated for each of the point m k , which in turn are projected onto the grid points in the latent space. The mean location (green dot) will assign the value to be the weighted average of the posterior probability distribution values and will in general fall between neighboring values of u k . The mode (magenta dot) will assign the value to be the location of the greatest posterior probability distribution value in the 2D latent space and will always correspond to a discrete gridded value of u k . 
GTM workflow for multiattribute seismic facies classification
The presence of conglomerate carbonates makes the reservoirs laterally and vertically highly heterogeneous. This heterogeneity is observed at well log, core slab, and thin section scales (Romero-Peláez, 2012) . The facies varies from breccias to conglomerates interbedded with poorly sorted calcareous sandstones and shale redeposited in slope and basin-floor environments. The conglomerates and sandstone are rich in carbonate grains. These carbonate conglomerates are diagenetically altered providing secondary porosity, which is much more prevalent than the primary porosity. The porosity for the pay zones ranges from 11% to 17%. However, the reservoir may be undersampled, such that the recovered samples may not be fully representative of all reservoir facies. Thus, through our unsupervised clustering workflow, we have tried to understand this heterogeneity present in the reservoir. A seismic facies model of the EOC-30 and the EOC-10 reservoir units was created through GTM analysis, and the results were then correlated with the productivity of the wells.
The inputs to our unsupervised GTM algorithm are different seismic inversion volumes (P-impedance, lambda-rho [λρ], mu-rho [μρ], and V P ∕V S ), which help in understanding the highly heterogeneous conglomerate reservoir of the Veracruz Basin. These volumes were obtained from prestack simultaneous inversion. The blind well test and the elastic property from the well logs showed good correlation with these inverted volumes.
The impedance volumes better reflect a heterogeneous reservoir based on the variation of the porosity and the rock type. They also help to determine the relationship between the desired rock property such as lithology, porosity, or clay volume. The other products of seismic inversion, such as the V P to V S ratio (V P ∕V S ), λρ, and μρ, help in understanding the rock types and different elastic properties of rocks. Cross plotting between two such elastic properties from the wells sometimes helps in segregating different rock types. Figure 5 shows the crossplot of the seismic volumes λρ versus μρ ( Figure 5a ) and P-wave impedance (Z p ) versus the V P to V S ratio (V P ∕V S ) (Figure 5b ) for the EOC-30 reservoir unit. Analyzing this crossplot for this reservoir, we infer that simple 2C crossplots do not separate the classes visually.
With the above four volumes (V P ∕V S , λρ, and μρ) our input data dimension becomes 4D. That is, every voxel in 3D physical space is associated with four-attribute or 4D vectors, which we call data vectors. Like principal component analysis (PCA), GTM attempts to minimize the error between a projected space and the data vectors. Without normalization, small errors in fitting Z P or Z S impedances (with values on the order of 10 9 Pa) would overwhelm the signal in V P ∕V S (with dimensionless values ranging between 1.5 and 3). Data vectors are therefore normalized by subtracting off the mean and dividing by the standard deviation for each attribute component or dimension using a z-score algorithm.
Initially, a 2D latent space is uniformly sampled with a square grid of K ¼ 30 × 30 ¼ 900 of nodes (the schematic blue circles in Figure 1) . A slightly coarser square grid of J ¼ 16 × 16 ¼ 256 nodes defines the centers of the nonlinear Gaussian basis functions in the same 2D space (the schematic green circles in Figure 1) . A multiattribute PCA initializes the weight matrix W and the inverse of the Gaussian (noise) variance β of the GTM model. GTM being a computation intensive process, we randomly select 0.1% of the data vectors to train the latent space, updating W and β with each iteration using an EM algorithm. The EM algorithm is guaranteed to converge to possible local maxima onto the likelihood surface. We stop the iteration when the value of the inverse variance β stabilizes (Figure 6a ). After training the latent space, the final GTM model parameters are applied to all of the data vectors, which are then projected onto the 2D latent space (Figure 6b ). This projected mean posterior probability distribution in the 2D latent is then typically used for user-defined cluster analysis. An innovative and easy workflow to do this is to store the values of the mean posterior probability projections for each of the 2D latent space axis into two separate volumes, which we call the GTM projection volumes. The interpreter then cross plots these two GTM projection volumes from each reservoir unit and interactively analyzes the "clusters" of the projected mean posterior probability distributions onto the 2D latent space (Figure 7a and 7b) . After the analysis, polygons are drawn around the clusters to visualize the results in 3D as geobodies.
Unsupervised facies model of the EOC-10 and EOC-30 reservoir units
We focused our analysis on the resulting GTM seismic facies volume of the EOC-10 and EOC-30 reservoir units. Both reservoir units are dated as Middle Eocene, produce 22°API oil, are composed of similar mineralogy content, and exhibit a similar porosity distribution. In Figure 7a and 7b, the posterior probability values of the data vectors from each of the voxel locations of the EOC-10 and EOC-30 reservoir units are projected onto all the grid locations and their mean locations are calculated and projected onto the 2D latent space forming a 2D histogram. We define clusters in this histogram by interactively drawing polygons about the high-density areas of the plot. Hernández-Martínez (2009) proposes the regional conceptual sedimentary model (Figure 7c ) to be a slope and basin-floor fan, with distributary channels oriented northwest-southeast, very similar to the coarse-grained, sand-rich turbidite system that Bouma (2000) describes. We thereby hypothesize similar seismic facies for reservoir units EOC-10 and EOC-30. The mineralogy content, porosity, and reservoir type of these two reservoir units are similar, which appear as a similar location of the clusters onto the 2D latent space (Figure 7a and 7b) . The mean posterior probabilities of each of the data vectors falling within these polygons are highlighted with similar colors for these two The pie charts at the well locations show the average production of the well for a seven-month period. In the pie chart, green is for oil, red for gas, and blue for water. Well X is a dry well and falls within the brown facies region, interpreted as bad reservoir quality rocks. The producing wells fall in the region with light-green or orange-color facies.
SA38 Interpretation / February 2014 reservoir units. This creates the 3D seismic facies volume (or geobodies) of the two reservoir units shown in Figure 8 . Romero-Peláez (2012) analyzes these same reservoir units using a commercial implementation of probabilistic neural network (PNN) to predict effective porosity and clay volumes. The clay volume and porosity predictions are the result of nonlinear combination of the seismic inversion volumes and poststack seismic attributes volumes. To validate our clustering, we performed an independent facies estimation of the GTM seismic facies volume and visually correlated with reservoir property volumes calculated by PNN. Figure 9 compares predicted effective porosity and clay volume to seismic classes obtained from GTM for reservoir units EOC-10 and EOC-30. The GTM volume and the clay volume have a good correlation. The orange-and green-colored GTM facies approximately correlate to the conglomerate sandstone with minimum clay content (Figure 9a , 9c, 9d, and 9f). For the EOC-30 reservoir unit, the pink and purple facies in the GTM volume approximately correlate to the low-effective-porosity, clay-rich facies (Figure 9d, 9e, and 9f ) and along the normal faults. However, the GTM volume shows more variability in differentiating distinct facies compared to the effective porosity volume.
Correlating the production data with the seismic facies model
The unsupervised GTM classified volume is correlated visually to the seven-month average well production. The wells in these two zones are along the structural highs. Figure 10a shows the volume probe within the EOC-10 reservoir unit with the well locations. Figure 10b shows a phantom horizon 10 ms below the EOC-10 top. In general, the light-green and the orange-color facies are better reservoir rock. The light-green facies in the north are good producers (wells J and I). The wells marked "W" are the injector wells. Well X is a dry well with logs, and the core shows hard-cemented facies and falls in the region of brown-color seismic facies. Thus, Figure 11 . (a) The GTM seismic facies volume with well locations for the EOC-30 reservoir unit. The orange-color facies is the most abundant. The brown and pink color facies are mostly along the faults and probably show the depositions close to normal faults along hanging walls. The dark green corresponds the highest impedance regions downdip with hard conglomerate deposits. (b) Map view of the top of the EOC-30 reservoir unit. The pie charts at the well locations show the average production of the well for a seven-month period. From the wells' production history, the orange rock is inferred as moderate quality reservoir rock. The water productivity increases as we go south (wells E and F). Well F has the largest production in terms of oil and water and is situated near the productive light-green facies.
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A similar analysis was done for the EOC-30 reservoir unit. Figure 11a shows the GTM facies volume and the well locations in this reservoir unit. Figure 11b shows productivity pie charts of the wells on a phantom slice 10 ms below the EOC-30 top. Wells A, B, C, D, and E exhibit mediocre production and lie in the orange facies. Comparing the well information and the clay and effective porosity volumes from PNN, the orange facies corresponds to the conglomerate sandstones with moderate porosity. Well F exhibits the highest oil production, although for a short term before producing water. Inspecting the GTM facies volume (Figure 11a ), well F is located adjacent to the light-green GTM facies. In general, the orange facies and light-green facies are associated with good reservoir quality rock also for this reservoir unit. These brown and purple facies along the faults correspond to low porosity and are relatively rich in clay. The dark green corresponds the highest impedance regions, with moderate effective porosity, which is interpreted as the hard conglomerate deposits having the least clay content. However, because the structure is dipping south, water productivity of the wells increases southward.
In the next section, we take the average of seismic data vectors around the three well locations based on good, moderate, or poor producers. We then calculate the PDFs of each of these well data vectors and compare the overlap of the PDFs with other seismic data vectors projected onto the latent space. This analysis will give the most likely facies volumes that correspond to good and poor production.
Supervised GTM classification based on the Bhattacharya measure
Because GTM is based on probability measures and statistics, we can use the probability distribution functions to measure similarities or dissimilarities between two PDFs. After GTM training, each grid point in the 2D latent space is assigned a probability value corresponding to a data vector, using Bayes' theorem. Let R wk be the posterior probability distribution corresponding to the wth well data vector as shown in Figure 12a . Let R nk be the posterior probability of any nth voxel seismic data vector as shown in Figure 12b . Then, by the Bhattacharya (1943) measure, we can find the similarities (Figure 12c ) between the two PDFs by
where k ¼ 1; 2; : : : ; K are the grid points of the 2D latent space and n ¼ 1; 2; : : : ; N are the number of data vectors. When two PDF distributions in the above equation are identical (R n k ¼ R wk ), we have a coefficient of 1ðd n ¼ P K k¼1 R wk ¼ 1Þ. In contrast, when there is no overlap between the PDFs, d n ¼ 0. Thus, the coefficient d n ranges from 0 ≤ d n ≤ 1.
In this manner, one computes the value of d n j well¼w for all the N data vectors in the survey resulting in a supervised facies "similarity" volume, quantitatively comparing each data vector of all the voxels to the wth well data vector, which can be either a good or a poor well.
The well data vectors around three wells are calculated: poor producer well X, good producer well K, and moderate producer well E. The same four inversion "attribute" volumes (V P ∕V S , Z P , λρ, and μρ) are used as inputs, with the average vectors calculated for subvolumes around each of the three well locations. Figure 13a shows the well data vector, calculated for each subvolume around the three well locations. These three well data vectors have the following characteristics. The well data vector for the dry well X has a lower μρ value, which is different from that of the other two wells. Wells X and K are almost identical except for the μρ value. The well data vector for well E shows higher λρ, μρ, and V P ∕V S values compared to the rest. After GTM training, the mean posterior probability for the three well data vectors are plotted as separate points onto the 2D latent space (Figure 13b) . Finally, we calculate the overlap of the posterior probability distribution of each of these well data vectors and the remaining data vectors for all the voxel locations of the reservoir units. This overlap is calculated by the coefficient value d n , from the Bhattacharya (1943) measure. The output similarity volumes for each well type are shown in Figures 14-16 .
Probabilistic classification of the facies into good and bad reservoir rocks
Three separate volumes are created after calculating the Bhattacharya measure for each of the three wells. Each volume highlights the likelihood that a given voxel in the reservoir unit corresponds to those about a target well. Figure 14 shows a geobody within the EOC-10 and EOC-30 reservoir units through the Bhattacharya measure showing the likelihood of facies corresponding to the dry well X. The most probable regions similar to the well X facies appear as hot colors, and the least probable regions appear as cold colors. The regions surrounding well X show the occurrence of bad reservoir rock. This facies type is also present along the faults mapped using conventional interpretation techniques. Figure 13 . (a) The average of the data vectors calculated from a subvolume (displayed as small cubes) around each well location. Each input attribute has been previously normalized using a z-score algorithm. These three average (target) vectors around the wells (well data vectors) are used to train the latent space, resulting in a supervised GTM analysis. (b) The mean posterior probability projections of the three wells X, K, and E projected onto the latent space. The mean projections are spatially separated from each other, making it suitable to identify three different seismic facies types.
Interpretation / February 2014 SA41 Figure 15 shows the geobody after PDF similarity is calculated between the data and the good producer well K. Hot areas correspond to the regions with facies most likely similar to well K. Note that there are only limited zones in the two reservoir units similar to well K. Most of the reservoir exhibits a low probability of occurrence (blue and cyan regions) of well K facies. Figure 16 is the geobody calculated after PDF similarity measurement between the moderate producer well E data vector and all the data vectors. Mostly hot colors show that the regions within the EOC-10 and EOC-30 reservoir units have high likelihood of facies being similar to well E. Note that this facies has the least likelihood to occur around well X and around the faults.
Discussion
The GTM analysis from the V P ∕V S , P-impedance, μρ, and λρ input volumes help in classifying the different facies thus helping in identifying the different rock types of the reservoir units. Further using the Bhattacharya measure, geobodies can be conveniently calculated for a facies based on a well type, which helps to quantify the amount of good or bad rocks present in the reservoir.
Analysis of the clusters was done from the regional geologic information and from the unsupervised GTM facies analysis (Figure 8 ). In the unsupervised case, different clusters are identified by their separation in the latent space. The meanings of these clusters are evaluated a posteriori through the use of well logs, core, production data, the PNN-generated V clay volume, effective porosity (Figure 9 ), production data (Figures 10 and  11) , and the original impedance volumes. In the unsupervised GTM output (Figure 8) , the violet and pink facies along the faults are clay rich, the brown facies corresponding to the dry well X is tight, the orange and the light-green facies comprise good reservoir rocks made up of porous limestone conglomerate "wash." The dark-green facies in the unsupervised analysis corresponds to moderate reservoir rocks made up of lower porosity, harder limestone conglomerate.
The three PDF similarity volumes, shown in Figures 14-16 , give the most likely occurrence of the each Figure 14 . The results of the similarity volume corresponding to dry well X within the EOC-10 and the EOC-30 reservoir units. The regions, which are most similar to well X facies, appear as hot colors. The least similar regions appear in cold colors. Note the occurrence of the well X facies type is confined mostly along the faults and around well X. This facies type is inferred as bad reservoir quality rock.
SA42 Interpretation / February 2014 of the three well facies rock type within the reservoir units. Thus, for the arrow marked in Figure 14 , it is 90%-100% more likely that the facies is similar to that of well X. The region around well X and along the faults (Figure 14) supervised GTM predicts bad reservoir rocks. The moderate reservoir rock corresponding to well E (Figure 16 ) is abundant and the most likely facies type to be found in the reservoir units. However, with the complex geology of the location of well K near the faults (Figure 15 ), more careful analysis should be taken to choose more accurate well-data vector, corresponding to the good reservoirs. However, most of the productive wells are in the north with water production increasing southward. Faults running northwest to southeast the structure also play an important role in well production (Romero-Peláez, 2012) . Nonetheless, this probabilistic estimate of the reservoir facies can add a factor in modern-day risk analysis workflows.
Conclusions
In contrast to Kohonen SOM, which is based on heuristics and empirical arguments, GTM has a key advantage that it defines a probability model. In addition, we can analyze the stability of the inverse variance β, which provides the proof of convergence of the GTM model. In this analysis, GTM training was done in batch mode, in which all the training data were used together to update the GTM model parameters for each iteration. In our analysis, each data dimension corresponds to an input seismic attribute volume. With GTM analysis, we successfully model a 4D attribute space with a 2D manifold S, which in turn is constrained by the K grid points, defined in the 2D latent space. This latent space contains the mean locations representing probability density of the data-vectors.
We chose our lower dimensional space to be 2D since the results take the form of a histogram, allowing us to directly link the GTM results to the 2D crossplot utilities found in most commercial software. Within the commercial crossplot software, the interpreter recognizes (or hypothesizes) clusters, defines them with colored polygons, and displays the corresponding data-vectors by coloring their voxel locations as geobodies. Thus, unlike K-means and SOM, the proposed Figure 15 . A geobody within the EOC-10 and EOC-30 reservoir units, which shows the most likely occurrence of the facies corresponding to good producer well K facies type. The regions, which are most similar to the facies type at well K, appear in hot colors. The least similar regions appear in cold colors. Note that this facies is less abundant in the reservoir units, and the likelihood of occurrence ranges from 40%-70%.
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Because GTM is rooted in probability theory, it provides a direct link to supervised classification. In this limestone conglomerate/wash oil field, we provide a very simple but versatile workflow by assigning each data-vector to the best represented well-vector. Unlike some of the earlier studies, all well-vectors are used simultaneously to define the latent space distribution. Therefore, we know not only which well-vector matches a data-vector but also a probabilistic estimate as to how suitably each data-vector represents a given well facies type. This capability allows us to develop and apply a supervised GTM workflow that generates a suite of seismic "similarity" volumes with the probabilistic estimates of the facies types being similar to the well-vectors used to train the GTM model. This provides an estimate of how likely we should find a facies corresponding to one of the wells used for training, if we drill in a particular location. We anticipate that such probabilistic estimates will fall neatly into modern risk analysis evaluation of drill locations and reservoir evaluation.
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Appendix A GTM theory
In our implementation of GTM, we have fixed the latent space to be 2D (L ¼ 2) to facilitate subsequent Figure 16 . A geobody within the EOC-10 and EOC-30 reservoir units, which shows the most likely occurrence of the facies corresponding to moderate producer well E facies type. The regions, which are most similar to the facies type at well E, appear as hot colors and the least similar regions appear as cold colors. Note that this type of facies is very abundant in the reservoir units, and the likelihood of occurrence mostly ranges from 75%-100%.
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Interpretation / February 2014 analysis using a 2C commercial cross plotting tool, which will be later used for data visualization. An array of regularly spaced latent space grid points (nodes) is arranged in this 2D latent space, labeled k ¼ 1; 2; 3 : : : .; K, and they are denoted by u k . In addition, a set of j ¼ 1; 2; 3 : : : .; J nonlinear basis functions are introduced in the mapping function (Figure 1) . Following Bishop et al. (1998) we use Gaussian functions ϕ j ðu k Þ as nonlinear basis functions, with their centers j also uniformly arranged in regular grid spacing.
In order fit the latent space variable to the data vectors, first we need to map the predefined latent space variables u k onto the D-dimensional data space to a corresponding set of reference vectors, m k . This nonlinear transformation is given by
where k ¼ 1; 2; 3 : : : .; K are the indices for latent space variables, and j ¼ 1; 2; 3 : : : .; J are the set of nonlinear Gaussian basis functions. W is a D × J matrix that denotes the weights of the mapping function. Figure 1 depicts an overview of the GTM mapping from the latent space to the data space. Specifically, nine (K ¼ 9) latent space variables are mapped to nine reference vectors in the 2D non-Euclidean manifold with four (J ¼ 4) nonlinear Gaussian basis functions. However, it is highly improbable that the data lies only on the 2D manifold S in the data space. Bishop assumed these deviations are normally distributed and can be represented by a weighted sum of N-dimensional Gaussian PDFs.
The parameterization of the GTM model W (weight matrix) and β (inverse of the noise variance) is done by maximum likelihood estimation and is well suited for solution using an expectation-maximum (EM) algorithm (Dempster et al., 1977) . In the "E-step" of the EM algorithm, we calculate the posterior probability or "responsibilities," ðR nk Þ for each of the K components in latent space for every data vector x n using these GTM model parameters W old and β old . Using Bayes' theorem, we obtain the posterior probability or responsibilities as
where the data set is represented by X ¼ x 1 ; x 2 ; x 3 : : : : : : .x N and n ¼ 1; 2; : : : .; N are the number of data vectors. However, the value of e − β 2 km k −x n k 2 becomes very small for most of the values of K causing a numerical underflow in the calculation, which results in the denominator of equation A-2 becoming zero. This is avoided by subtracting a constant factor from the argument of the exponential e − β 2 km k −x n k 2 , which is equivalent to multiplying the numerator and denominator of equation A-2 by a constant. Next, in the maximization or "M-step," we use these responsibilities to update the model to compute a new weight matrix W new by solving a set of linear equations:
where G is a K × K diagonal matrix with elements G kk ¼ P N n¼1 R nk , Φ is a K × J matrix with elements Φ ¼ ϕ j ðu k Þ, and R old is a K × N matrix with elements R nk given by equation A-2. The updated value of the inverse of the noise variance is given by β new , where
After GTM training, the 2D manifold S is stretched to represent regions of lower data density and is squeezed to represent regions with greater data density. To construct a GTM model, we require choosing several parameters, which is discussed next.
GTM initialization and parameter selection
The selection of the input data vector (e.g., which seismic attributes best represent the desired facies) is the most critical parameter selection of GTM and to clustering in general (Barnes and Laughlin, 2002) . Parameter selection specific to GTM defines facies resolution/discrimination and runtime. The number of points K forming the grid in the latent space should be dense enough to approximate a continuous distribution of the data and differentiate the target facies. By construction, the number of grid points is equal to the number of Gaussian mixtures in the data space. Choosing a very large number of grid points increases the computation time and memory usage.
We also define a set of nonlinear Gaussian basis function centers J, on this 2D latent space grid and take care to set J < K to avoid rank deficiency of the Φ matrix. The common width of these basis functions ε is also set prior to the training. ε controls the smoothness of the 2D manifold. A smooth manifold in the data space facilitates fitting the data vectors during training. The parameter ε remains constant for the whole process. The matrix consisting of the nonlinear basis functions (Gaussian functions in our case) Φ ¼ ϕ j ðu k Þ is calculated at initialization and remains constant for all subsequent iterations.
We initialize the weight matrix W such that the initial GTM model approximates the PCA of the data set. The common value of the inverse variance of the Gaussian PDFs β is initialized to be the inverse of the (L þ 1)th eigenvalue from PCA where L is the dimension of the latent space. Because in our case L ¼ 2, we initialize β to be the inverse of the third eigenvalue.
GTM cluster visualization
Visualization is key to effective clustering. After we have estimated the updated parameters W new and β new , Interpretation / February 2014 SA45 we are able to define a new posterior probability distribution of the data by the latent space grid points. Using Bayes' theorem, we obtain R nk ðW new ; β new Þ ¼ e − β 2 km k −x n k 2 P k e − β 2 km k −x n k 2 :
(A-5)
These posterior probabilities or the responsibility R nk values in equation A-5 can be projected to the latent space grid points u k (Figure 2 ). For our supervised GTM, we have used such an explicit projection of average data vectors about good and bad wells for creating the three target well-vector PDFs. However, such an explicit projection for 100s of millions of seismic attribute data vectors (one per voxel) in general results in too much information in the latent space. We therefore follow Bishop et al. (1998) and project the mean posterior probability projections onto the latent space.
The mean of the posterior probability distribution of a data vector x n is obtained by projecting onto all the grid points (nodes) the responsibilities of each node, thereby computing the average location in u:
This mean projection of the posterior probability of the data vector is used in generating the clusters in the 2D latent space.
Summary of the GTM workflow
Initialization
•
Choose an appropriate suite of seismic attributes to differentiate the different reservoir performance results or seismic facies.
• Define the number of latent variables K, the basis function J, and the relative width of the basis functions ε.
• Generate the latent space grid points u k , where k ¼ 1; 2; : : : ..; K.
• Generate the grid for the Gaussian basis function centers r j , where j ¼ 1; 2; : : : ..; J.
• Compute the set of Gaussian basis function Φ.
• Initialization of W and β from PCA analysis of the data X.
• Compute the reference vectors, m k (equation A-1).
• Compute km k − x n k 2 for the Gaussian PDFs.
• Calculate the initial responsibility R nk ðW; βÞ (equation A-2).
Training
• Update the weight matrix W new (equation A-3).
• Update m k and calculate the new km k − x n k 2 .
• Update the inverse variance β new (equation A-4).
• Calculate the new responsibility (R nk ðW new ; β new Þ) (equation A-5).
• Compute posterior mean projection for visualization of clusters (equation A-6).
Training continues until the model converges (i.e., the value of the inverse variance β new stabilizes).
